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JULY

This is our month to celebrate the
with
Independence Day on the 4th of July. Mostly we see
it as a time to gather for a picnic with friends and
families, to eat cold fried chicken, corn on the cob
and cakes dotted with blueberries and rows of
strawberries on white icing, to swat at bugs in the
dark while we "ooh" and "ahhh" over spectacular
displays of fireworks. Maybe you'll search your
stash for yarn of red, white and blue and stitch up a
patriotic project. But as you knit, maybe you'll
take time to acknowledge all the work and sacrifice
that have helped shape our nation. And maybe
you'll take time to meditate on all we can do to right
past wrongs and dedicate our energy towards an
even better future for all.

GUILD NEWS

Please join us for our next Knit & Chat zoom session on July 13th at
7:00pm CDT. As of this mailing, our meetings will remain virtual.
Kate Davies wrote in her blog about discovering 3nbo - the three needle bind off - while trying a
new pattern for Fingerless Mitts from Ann Budd: "Completely absorbed, I worked away with my
three needles, bound off my last stitch, snipped the yarn end, and passed it through the final loop.
And then I gazed down at the thing which I had made. A completed mitt! A mitt with no seam, but
just this line of even stitches blending invisibly into the rhythm of the surrounding garter stitch! I
examined the fabric of the mitt more closely, running my fingers along the bound-off ridge my
third needle had produced. This edge was incredibly neat, and I’d just made it with my knitting—I’d
not picked up a tapestry needle or sewn anything at all. So it was possible to make a neat seamed
edge without actually seaming? How very, very nifty this knitting business was!"
This inspired us to ask you:

What's your favorite?

Michelle O: I love I-Cord bind off or Cast on. It looks
great and once you do it, not hard at all!
Pam C: I was always fascinated by Cables. I thought
they were beautiful and very tricky to do. Then I took
a class and saw how easy and simple they were. I'm
still fascinated by them and now understand how to
knit them.
Ruth S: Provisional cast on made with crochet hook
done over the knitting needle done either with
contrasting thread/yarn or project yarn.
Laura O: Favorite technique... hmmm...German
Short Rows? They're so much more finished than
wrap & turn.
Marcie C: P2TBL purl two through the back loop. It is
fun to do and I like the thought that the fast knitters
can't do it that quickly.
Amy M: I know a lot of people hate it, but I
absolutely LOVE turning a heel on a sock. You have
a tube, then you knit a couple rows strangely and
you have a cup and the tube is turned 90 degrees.
It's like magic.
Carol S: My new favorite is stranded knitting on
sweater yokes. I thought was going to be impossibly
difficult until I actually tried it.

Karen H: I love making set in sleeves with short
rows. It's such a simple formula (which I learned
from the excellent "Modern Top-Down Knitting"
by Kristina McGowan). Perfect fit and no armhole
seaming.
Shirley: Sock Heels. I’ve run across several terms
for heels: Fleegle heel, Wedge heel, Eye of the
partridge heel, Rose City Rollers heel, Fish lips.
How many more are there?
Anna R: My favorite knitting wonder is the “magic
circle” cast on. I first encountered it when I
stitched “Sophie” a very cute stuffed toy rabbit by
Ysolda Teague. The toy is worked in the round
starting from the bottom up. The “magic circle”
allows you to cast on a small number of stitches in
a loop. Once the required stitches/rows are
completed you pull the floating thread to close up
the bottom to begin stuffing the body. I watched
the tutorial on the Craftsy website and was
fascinated by the simplicity and efficiency of the
stitch.
Kim R: My favorite trick is helical knitting. This
technique makes alternating skeins of hand dyed
yarn easy and no carrying the yarn up the rows
which shows on the inside of a project. Also avoids
any pulling too tight when carrying the yarns. I also
use this technique with striping of hats.

KNITTING NEWS
Update from Knitting Democracy Together

"Exercise your power
as a citizen by
watching what’s
going on and
speaking up. Use the
state capitol
sculptures to spark
conversation.
Keep knitting,
thinking, and
engaging!"
Eve

Eve Jacobs-Carnahan shared with us this photo of the completed New York State Capitol Building which is
currently being exhibited at the Rochester Central Library. Congratulations!
Here in Chicago, a "Capitol Construction Party" took place at Yarnify! making stacks of knitted squares and
rectangles into a sculpture of the Illinois State Capitol. We'll let you know when the completed sculpture
goes on display. In the meantime... we'd love your suggestions for books to read about the
election process, democracy, gerrymandering, voting history... fiction or non-fiction.
What do you recommend?*

*send book
suggestions to
Yarnify! for a
future bookclub!

"many hands make light work..."

BOOK REVIEW:

Entrelac Knitting
Mette Hovden and
Heidi Eikeland
Trafalgar Square Books, 2019,
$24.95
Entrelac (kontstrikk in Norwegian,
possibly derived from the word for
birch bark weaving) is the knitting
technique that involves bold basketweave designs. It is also a bit of a
knitter’s parlor trick to produce,
involving either flipping over one’s work frequently or learning how
to knit “backwards” to knit up each unit. Intrepid knitting sisters
Mette and Heidi have a love of entrelac, which has been worked in
mittens and socks in several regions of Norway over a few hundred
years, but now is considered an endangered craft. This book of
cheerful technique (although they don’t call it knitting “backwards”)
and wonderful patterns for children, women, men and the home
should put a stop to that endangerment and keep experienced
knitters busy and happy.
Spend time with the how-to section and take the time to figure out
how to knit in both directions, and practice it until your gauge
becomes steadier (all of this is explained). The first group of
simpler patterns is generously provided for those new to working
entrelac. Catch the bug, and move on to a choice of all sorts of
accessories, socks/booties, sweaters, skirts, a shawl and a splendid
afghan to keep your needles busy. Entrelac can be worked in one
color or with several. It has great potential for the effective use of
gradient-dyed skein sets, produced by many hand dyers and
frequently seen at yarn expos.
I’ve only done one entrelac project, a Schoolhouse Press pattern
for a hat. I spent an evening alone in a hotel room to focus and
catch on to the technique and the mental intrigue of knitting
backwards. This book make me want to take entrelac up again, with
so many attractive and worthwhile patterns. I’m always pleased to
see a book with good choices for men’s and children’s wear, too.
Here the hats are attractive, mittens charming, lots of fine sweater
choices in multiple sizes (generally six) including a chic wrapped
jacket for women and strong styles for men, skirts if you dare, and
an elegant throw for couch coziness, plus socks/slippers for
everyone.
If you’re a seasoned knitter who is at all curious about the
technique or love mental intrigue in knitting, or want ways to put
entrelac to good use, feel confident to get this book from the
publisher’s web site or knitting sources. Schoolhouse Press is also
a source for some patterns and discussions for dipping your
needles into entrelac.

Cathy G.

BOOK REVIEW:

Squares, Stripes & Lice
Hanne Dale and Siri Angela Gamborg
Ann Kristin Ramstrom, editor
Trafalgar Square Books, 2020 $27.95
A knitwear factory operated in a hamlet north of Bergen,
on the west coast of Norway, for more than 130 years,
producing knitted garments until 1989. Now it has
become the home of the Norwegian Knitting Industry
Museum (Norsk Trikotasjemuseum), in Salus. The history
of this early industrial enterprise has been well
documented. Over the years the core of its production
was in men’s underwear, socks, and work clothes and
later, athletic wear. Wool sweaters were produced in
small, attractive, all-over pattern motifs in several colors.
The sweaters were produced by cutting and sewing the
knit fabric.
Seven modern Norwegian knitwear designers have gone
to the 20th century archives of the company for knitted
fabric swatches and inspiration to transform the industrial
designs into an array of hand knit garments for today.
They are worked in Norwegian yarns. One of the strong
points of the book is the description of three producers
with spinning mills in Norway, and some of their yarns
currently being made. There are tips for American knitters
on how to find the yarns. Visually, many of the motifs
make good use of the single-stitch speckles called “lus” by
Norwegians--lice, as in cooties. The motifs could be
used for many other projects due to their scale,
including children’s wear or mittens.
The patterns cover lots of sweaters for men and women,
both pullovers and cardigans, with raglan or dropped
shoulder sleeves. Some of the patterns involve what
knitters now call “steeks” (stabilized and cut-open fronts or
armholes) about which Norwegian knitters are always
calm and matter-of fact, because it works. Sweaters are
presented in five sizes, with a finished chest measurement
from about the mid-30 to 50 inches. There are also
decorative cushions, a skirt, a striped pullover for kids, a
scarf, hats and mitts. The book has an extensive
bibliography, largely from sources in Norwegian.
This book is great for those into Things Norwegian or
industrial textile history. Those who appreciated 2stranded, simple, all-over patterning will not be
disappointed. If you don’t want to work a sweater, the
cushions are a great place to try out stranded knitting
patterns. This title can be ordered from the publisher’s
web site or book stores.
Cathy G.

RED WHITE & BLUE
For you crochet fans -4th of July Cushions

Flag Socks from the
Thinking Knitter with a
sweet story on why they were
created.

Found this Baby Cocoon on
Ravelry

This one's not a freebie
but it's super cute:
"Fourth of July Tank"

Love these mittens sold by the
National Archives -- I'll bet you
could adapt your favorite knitting
pattern for these!

Noble Knits came up with
these and six more
American Pride Patterns

Decorate your house
indoor or out with this
crocheted bunting

How about some Patriotic Ruffles?

SHOW AND SHARE
From Carol B: This is a test knit done for
designer Helena Fredenberg called Tile
Pullover. It is made mostly with Kelbourne
Woolens Andorra and some J&S 4ply,
Woollenflower Masgot Fine and a couple
other yarns. This was a lot of fun to knit!
Laura O: "I seem to be a finished object hog, but
here goes: This is for my first grandbaby due the
end of September: Pattern: The Royal Look
Baby Shawl (free). Yarn: Kramer Wilma (undyed)"

Wow! Nothing more inspiring than
our Show & Share Feature! Send
photos in ANYTIME! Photos we've
received by the 28th of the month
we'll publish, the rest we'll save for
the next issue!
Send FO/WIP photos to:
wckgnewsletter@gmail.com
or if it's easier, write an email with
project & Ravelry name for us to
access photos posted there.

Kim R: "I finished a pair of socks! Yarn:
Leading Men Fiber Arts Show Stopper in the
colorway Oink Oink. Pattern: Enneagram
No. 2 Socks by Kerry Cogan Brown"

Karen H: "I was experimenting with Frankie
Brown's Ten Stitch Blanket using various bits
of left over wool, didn't have the energy to
sustain an entire blanket but it turned into a
nice potholder with an icord edging.

SHOP NEWS
A big thank you to
The Wayback Gallery of

for presenting Bruce Woods and his fantastic
one-of-a-kind, couture clothing.
If you were able to visit the exhibit you know how his designs feature
exquisite crochet craftmanship, superb color choices, and how the choice
of fiber used results in an elegant drape and flow. I had a wonderful
conversation with him, with fascinating stories of his world-wide
experience as a designer. His work by necessity is bespoke: unlike knitting,
crochet cannot be machine made and even hiring a handwork "cottage
industry crew" could not meet the high standards of his art. He spoke of
how his designs don't come from ideas or sketches but are inspired by
experimenting with various yarns -- mostly natural fibers though he'll add
some synthetic yarn if an extra shine or shimmer is needed. The garment
grows out of the fabric he creates and he's not adverse to improvisation
and inspiration, letting the artwork evolve. And artwork it is -- properly
displayed in the gallery so that you can see the details up close. There's a
wonderful video on his website, bwdesigns.net, that'll give you a glimpse
of how the clothes look on a model and his current collection is also on the
website. But don't miss any opportunity to see the work in person. You will
be impressed. Difficult to handle ribbon, cloth or hemp yarn are tamed by
both design and skill. Pockets are incorporated seamlessly into the design.
Subtle changes in direction affect the shape and texture of the dresses
and coats. And the view from behind adds a playful contrast to the front
face. The designs will clearly flatter several body types. This is not what you
expect when you hear "crochet." The inspiration you'll get is priceless and
if you're lucky enough to buy and wear one of his artworks, I'm sure the
compliments will be abundant.
Karen H.

SHOP NEWS
Icelandic Yoke Sweater Online Knitting Class

Online Workshop Begins Aug 7th, 2021

"Hello Knitters,
I've started dyeing up batches yarn colors for
our next online workshop. I can't believe the
how the colors came out - the color
inspiration from backyard chickens! Pre-order
your yarn today and reserve your spot. The
yarn is locally sourced right here in Vermont.
Supporting our local shepherds. You'll receive
10-16 skeins of worsted weight yarn. The yarn
is dyed to order so get your orders in ASAP.
We start August 2nd. If you keep up with the
lessons, you will have a finished sweater in 2-3
months. However, you are welcome to take
longer and I'll be here to answer your
questions."

Interested?
Click HERE
for Info.

MDK is now offering a new knitter bundle: their new book
"Skill Set" plus other items to help launch your favorite
beginner. See the offer HERE. (I've looked over the book
and it's clear and well written -- and unusual for a
beginner book in that it includes intros to shaping, lace,
cables, colorwork, intarsia and fixing mistakes. Karen H.)

Knit 1 shared their love for Tinna Thorudottir
Thorvaldar's YouTube Channel while discussing
various ways to hold a crochet hook -- like a knife?
or like a pencil? Tinna's passion is Mosaic Knitting - and you will be amazed by her beautiful work and
definitely cheered on by her amazing spirit -- plus
beautiful Icelandic Scenery! Knit 1 recommends
that you subscribe to her youtube channel.

In the meantime, go to Knit 1 Classes to see their current offerings.

SHOP NEWS

The Chicago Yarn Crawl -- Coming Soon!
July 31 - August 8, 2021
WE’RE PUTTING TOGETHER ANOTHER DYNAMIC
YARN CRAWL FOR YOU THIS YEAR!
Our 2021 Yarn Crawl will be both in person and
virtual this year! We’ve listened to your feedback
and made some adjustments to make this year
easy for all our crawlers! Mark your calendars,
and check back for updates!
Registration for the Chicago Yarn Crawl Raffle will
open on Friday, July 30th.
Be sure to check out the
Click this link for info: Chicago Yarn Crawl
Chicago Yarn Crawl You Tube Channel

shop linen

A Story of Linen
Linen is one of the oldest fibers on earth
and has been worked into yarn for tens of
thousands of years. The Egyptians were
masters of linen, creating such fine fabrics
that you could see through 20 layers. Linen
was considered holy, and used to protect
their dead in the afterlife. So just know,
when you work with linen you’re connecting
with the first fiber craftspeople on Earth!
We don’t use linen too differently today. If
you’re looking to create a summer garment,
linen is a great natural fiber for hot weather,
creating a light and airy fabric!

We got an invitation to become a
Knitting Circle member in our WCKG
inbox so we thought we'd share it with
you! The Knitting Circle provides a
wealth of instructional videos and
articles plus project ideas. You can sign
up for an email newsletter but even
better, there's a fantastic introductory
price offer for the yearly membership.

Click for Info: The Knitting Circle Website

Keep up the good work!
WoolAid just received a
packed box of sweaters
hats and socks from our
membership!

WCKG
Charity Projects Info
sexist knitting cartoon warning

We are concentrating our efforts on four of our charity knitting projects. Specific details
about the charities are on the WCKG Website including links to all of their websites.
Here is the basic info on "The Four Charities" plus who to contact for item drop offs and
deadlines. Check our website for updates.
The Night Ministry: knitted items for adults and children, no fiber restrictions, ongoing pick ups throughout the year. To arrange a drop off please contact: Anna R at
amroeser0598@att.net
Wool-Aid: knitted items for children, must be 100% wool. Arrange for a drop off for
future mailings. Contact: Karen H. at wckgnewsletter@gmail.com
And now, a request: Do you have wool in your stash? donations are welcome.
"I've been making striped sweaters out of donated bits & bobs, 100% wool only!
I'd love your leftovers! Help me make more sweaters for children!"
Seaman's Institute: hats and scarves for men, dark colors, wool and wool blends. To
arrange drop off please contact: Tina S. at knitters@sbcglobal.net and please put
"Christmas at Sea" in the subject line of your email.
The Snuggles Project: blankets for cats and dogs at Chicago animal shelters, washable
yarn preferred. More details about how to drop off items at animal shelters in your area
is available on the WCKG website.

GUILD NEWS
FILLING LEADERSHIP ROLES
At our March meeting, Anna R. reminded everyone that we need to begin now to think about filling
WCKG Board leadership roles. The idea of Co-Presidents was suggested by many and Ann has supplied
the following thoughts about the job.
"I’ve been honored to serve. The position requires a lot in diplomacy, patience and good humor along
with the ability to get a long with every one. Two people sharing the responsibilities is a great idea!"

"It's important to make sure everyone feels welcome."
"Generally, the President presides over the monthly meetings of the Guild:
- introducing new members
- introducing new topics for discussion
- opening the floor for discussion, show & share, new projects or charity requests
In addition, I’ve been responsible for contacting guest speakers, LYSs, charity groups - handling
correspondence and coordinating the donations, setting up events and handling the research for the
events."
This past year both member meetings and board meetings have had to switch virtual meetings on
zoom and Anna commented: "Coordinating and conducting the Board meetings during the pandemic
has been difficult this past year. It's important to get all the members of the Board involved with the
monthly activities. Without in-person meetings, corresponding and coordinating by email with Board
members regarding finances, websites, and upcoming events becomes challenging but do-able."
"My first goal was to increase our membership and to promote a more open exchange among the
members. It's important to make sure everyone feels welcome. When issuing membership cards to
new members, I wrote personal notes to each new member welcoming them to the Guild and mailed
them their cards - a duty I took pleasure in."
"My second goal was to increase participation towards our charitable donations. I feel that the Guild
can and should provide more in charity work. We are not just a knitting group - I feel it should be more."
PLEASE CONSIDER TAKING ON A LEADERSHIP ROLE -- CONTACT ANNA OR ANY BOARD MEMBER

JOIN THE WCKG BOARD!
We are reaching out to members new and old to find innovative leaders and creative people
with ideas. With your help our guild can continue to grow as a gathering place for knitters
and crocheters who want to learn and grow as crafters. Our guild can be a reliable source
for hand made charity donations. We can continue our outreach via zoom events while
maintaining a strong presence in our home town of Chicago.

FREE MEMBERSHIP IN 2021

ABOUT OUR GUILD
Windy City Knitting Guild is an educational and
social club. The purpose of this organization shall
be to promote interest and skill in knitting, while
encouraging high standards of quality
workmanship.

Annual membership for 2021 is FREE but you must sign
up via the website's link:

CLICK HERE FOR FREE MEMBERSHIP SIGN UP

The Windy City Knitting Guild has monthly meetings The contents of the Windy City Knitting Guild
via ZOOM usually on the second or third Tuesday of newsletter are ©2020. All rights reserved.
the month beginning at 7:00pm. Members receive
an email link with info on when and how to join the
on-line meeting.
In person meetings are suspended until group
gatherings are approved by state and city
government and the park district buildings open up
to groups.
Please check our website for any changes in date
or time. You can also find updates on Ravelry and
Facebook. We will notify you by email when
meetings will resume.

The Last Word

WCKG is a 501(c)(7) organization. We do not
discriminate. All knitters, from beginners to
designers and teachers, are welcome at our
meetings. As a prospective member, we encourage
you to attend a few meetings. Check us out and, if
you like, join. For questions about or issues with
receiving the newsletter, please contact the
Newsletter Editor at wckgnewsletter@gmail.com

2020 WCKG BOARD
President
Anna Roeser

Webmaster
Sharleen Rucker

Treasurer
We are reaching Marcie
out to members
new and old
Claus
to rebuild our numbers. We have a great year
ahead and hope
you will join
us!
Newsletter
Editor
Karen Hoyer
wckgnewsletter@gmail.com

Members-at-Large
Click here to renew
your WCKG
Rebekah
Alm membership
online. Pay via PayPal
download a printable
Laura or
Olsavsky
form to pay by check
our next meeting.
Tinaat
Stevens

